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Particle-in-cell simulation of Hall thruster plasmas reveals a plasma-sheath instability manifesting
itself as a rearrangement of the plasma sheath near the thruster channel walls accompanied by a
sudden change of many discharge parameters. The instability develops when the sheath current as
a function of the sheath voltage is in the negative conductivity regime. The major part of the sheath
current is produced by beams of secondary electrons counter-streaming between the walls. The
negative conductivity is the result of nonlinear dependence of beam-induced secondary electron
emission on the plasma potential. The intensity of such emission is defined by the beam energy. The
energy of the beam in crossed axial electric and radial magnetic fields is a quasiperiodical function
of the phase of cyclotron rotation, which depends on the radial profile of the potential and the
thruster channel width. There is a discrete set of stability intervals determined by the final phase of
the cyclotron rotation of secondary electrons. As a result, a small variation of the thruster channel
width may result in abrupt changes of plasma parameters if the plasma state jumps from one
stability interval to another. © 2008 American Institute of Physics. �DOI: 10.1063/1.2918333�

I. INTRODUCTION

Hall thrusters �HTs� are discharge devices for spacecraft
propulsion.1 A typical HT has a ceramic coaxial channel in
which many important processes occur. Ions are accelerated
by an intense axial electric field near the exit plane of the
thruster, in the so-called acceleration region, where the elec-
tron mobility along the thruster axis is suppressed by a
strong radial magnetic field. In a wide range of HT param-
eters, a part of the acceleration region with strong electric
field and high electron temperature is located inside the
thruster channel.2 The neutral gas pressure in the acceleration
region is extremely low and the electron mean free path
greatly exceeds the width of the channel. In this kinetic col-
lisionless regime, the electron velocity distribution function
�EVDF� becomes highly unusual as compared to a common
glow discharge, where the electron mean free path is smaller
than a typical discharge dimension.3

Kinetic properties of HT plasmas are addressed, for ex-
ample, in Refs. 4–8. Recently, a number of kinetic studies of
plasmas in the acceleration region of a Hall thruster have
been carried out by the authors using particle-in-cell �PIC�
simulations.9–12 The model developed by the authors consid-
ers a plasma slab bounded by dielectric walls with secondary
electron emission �SEE� and immersed in the constant elec-
tric field Ez directed parallel to the walls and magnetic field
Bx directed normal to the walls, as shown in Fig. 1. Such a
configuration is very close to that of the so-called linear Hall
thrusters.13,14 The model is implemented in the form of a PIC
code resolving one dimension in the configuration space and
three dimensions in the velocity space �1D3V�. A detailed

description of the PIC code is given in Ref. 15. All simula-
tions described below are carried out with this code.

It was found that the EVDF can be very anisotropic,
with the electron temperature in one direction much larger
than in the other direction.9 The high-energy tails of the
EVDF can be depleted anisotropically as well, limiting the
electron losses to the walls. In such conditions, the plasma
can be effectively heated in spite of the emission of cold
secondary electrons from the walls, which is frequently con-
sidered by fluid theories as an effective mechanism of
plasma cooling. In the collisionless regime, energy relaxation
of emitted electrons within a thin �compared to the electron
mean free path� plasma slab may be caused by the two-
stream instability. However, if the velocity distribution of
emitted electrons is a monotonically decreasing function, the
two-stream instability does not develop,11 the emitted elec-
trons do not lose energy and freely propagate between the
walls of a thruster channel, forming counter-streaming sec-
ondary electron beams.12 These beams produce the major
part of the electron flux penetrating through the sheath,
which results in interesting effects described below.

PIC simulations carried out with intense axial electric
field �the detailed description of initial conditions for such
simulations is left for Sec. III� exhibit single sudden changes
in numerous plasma parameters during slow temporal evolu-
tion, as shown, for example, in Fig. 2. The jump at t�6.5
�10−6 s in this figure corresponds to the onset of an insta-
bility. It is well known that a discharge becomes unstable if
one of its regions has a current-voltage characteristic with a
negative conductivity �slope�.16 Oscillations related to such
instabilities have been studied in vacuum tubes long ago.17

The instability shown in Fig. 2 is associated with the nega-
tive conductivity of the sheath as well.

a�At the present time, D. Sydorenko is at the University of Alberta, Edmon-
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In general, the sheath is stable if a fluctuation of the
plasma potential relative to the wall decays. This potential is
closely related to the surface charge on the wall, which is
controlled by the balance of ion and electron fluxes towards
the wall. Since the ion flux satisfies the Bohm condition and
remains essentially unaffected by the fluctuation, the sheath
stability must be ensured by the proper electron response.
For example, if the potential increases �which means that the
wall becomes charged more negatively�, the fluctuation will
decay and the initial wall charge will be restored if the elec-
tron flux to the wall, i.e., �e, decreases. This requires the
positive conductivity

�Je

��p
� 0, �1�

where Je=−e�e is the electric current towards the wall pro-
duced by electrons, −e is the electron charge, and �p is the
plasma potential relative to the wall.

Stability condition �1� remains valid in case of a wall
with SEE. In this case, the electron response depends also on
the properties of the secondary electron flux emitted by the
wall. The electron current at the wall with SEE is

Je = − e��1 − �2� = − e�1�1 − �� , �2�

where �1,2 are the primary and the secondary electron fluxes,
respectively, and �=�2 /�1 is the emission coefficient. If for
some reason, in the above example the secondary electron

flux decreases faster than the primary flux, then the wall will
continue to charge negatively and the sheath becomes un-
stable. The instability of a sheath in the presence of strong
SEE has been observed experimentally in Ref. 18, where a
200-eV electron beam was used to strike a wall and produce
secondary electron emission. For a Hall thruster, the instabil-
ity of a single sheath region with a given nonmonotonic
EVDF of the confined plasma was proposed by Morozov.19

The sheath instability discussed below appears to be due to
the nonlinear dependence of the total electron current in the
sheath on the plasma potential relative to the walls. This
nonlinear dependence is implemented via a previously unre-
ported mechanism involving �i� oscillation of the energy of
secondary electron beams along their trajectory in crossed
electric and magnetic fields and �ii� corresponding modifica-
tion of intensity of SEE produced by these beams them-
selves.

It is necessary to emphasize that, although the instability
was found in simulations, where it appears while the system
evolves �converges� towards the final self-consistent station-
ary state, the instability is not numerical but physical. In a
real discharge, the existence of unstable states may result in
a jumplike change of discharge parameters in response to a
small variation of device dimensions. This agrees qualita-
tively with the experimental evidence of a strong effect of
the plasma channel width on the HT plasma properties20 and
is confirmed by the parametric study in the present paper.

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, the analyti-
cal criterion of the sheath instability is derived and discrete
set of stability intervals for the final cyclotron rotation phase
of secondary electrons is obtained. Section III describes re-
sults of one-dimensional PIC simulations of the acceleration
region of a Hall thruster with different values of the gap
between the channel walls. The conclusions are given in Sec.
IV. In the Appendix, additional details on the relative impor-
tance of competing terms determining the sheath stability
criterion are given.

II. RELATION BETWEEN THE SHEATH STABILITY
AND THE PHASE OF CYCLOTRON ROTATION
OF A SECONDARY ELECTRON

We start with the analysis of modification of the electron
current in the sheath in response to a perturbation of the
plasma potential. It is necessary to mention that the instabil-
ity itself �i.e., the jump stage� is a very fast process, which
develops on a time scale of the order of the electron flight
time between the walls and involves “cross-talk” between
the sheath regions at the opposite walls. Here, we consider
not the jump stage, but the processes preceding the jump,
because they explain why the system becomes unstable. For
this, we consider plasma potential perturbations that are slow
compared to the electron flight time. This allows us to make
the quasistationary assumption that sheath properties follow
a change in the plasma potential in the entire plasma. The
perturbation is assumed symmetric so that both sheaths
change in the same way. Due to a change in the plasma
potential, both the electron flux reaching the wall and the
emission coefficient change due to the modification of the
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FIG. 1. Schematic diagram of the Hall thruster model. The two dielectric
walls represent the coaxial ceramic channel of a Hall thruster.
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FIG. 2. Temporal evolution of the plasma potential at x=H /2 �a�, emission
coefficient at x=0 �b�, and primary electron flux at x=0 �c� in simulation
with Ez=200 V /cm, Bx=100 G, H=3.3 cm.
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electron energy arriving to the wall. Variation of the electron
current to the wall is defined by the derivative of Eq. �2� with
respect to the plasma potential,

�Je

��p
= − e�1 − ��

��1

��p
+ e

��

��p
�1. �3�

The influence of the stabilizing first term associated with the
decrease of the primary electron flux in case of increased
plasma potential �−e��1 /��p�0� is greatly reduced due to
the factor �1−��, which is small because in the regimes of
interest the emission coefficient is approaching unity. In this
case, the sheath stability condition �1� simplifies to

��

��p
� 0. �4�

There are two different groups of electrons contributing
to the wall flux: �i� The plasma electrons trapped by the
ambipolar potential and scattered to the wall by collisions
and �ii� the secondary electron beam coming from the oppo-
site wall. Thus, the incoming wall flux is the sum of the flux
of collision ejected electrons ��1p� and the flux of a second-
ary electron beam emitted from the opposite wall ��1b�.
Collision-ejected electrons generate a secondary electron
flux �2p=�p�1p, and the beam electrons generate a secondary
electron flux �2b=�b�1b, where �p,b are the partial emission
coefficients for each electron component. Since in the steady
state of a symmetric system the emitted electrons penetrate
through the whole plasma slab and do not thermalize with
the plasma electrons,12 the outgoing secondary electron flux
is equal to the flux of the beam of electrons coming from the
opposite wall; i.e., �2p+�2b=�1b. The total emission coeffi-
cient is10

� =
�2p + �2b

�1p + �1b
=

�p

1 + �p − �b
. �5�

For our simulations, �p�1.2–1.5 and �b�0.8–0.95, yield-
ing � approaching unity.

Differentiation of Eq. �5� with respect to the plasma po-
tential gives

��

��p
� �1 − �b�

��p

��p
+ �p

��b

��p
. �6�

Since the velocity distribution of plasma electrons is strongly
anisotropic, and the energy �temperature� associated with the
direction parallel the walls is much larger than the energy
�temperature� associated with the direction normal to the
wall, a change in the plasma potential barely modifies the
energy of electrons scattered to the walls by collisions. As a
result, the partial emission coefficient of collision-ejected
electrons �p depends weakly on the plasma potential and the

variation of � occurs mostly via the second term in Eq. �6�.
Hence, stability condition �4� can be replaced by

��b

��p
� 0. �7�

The relative importance of different terms in Eqs. �3� and �6�
is further verified numerically in the Appendix.

Condition �7� links the sheath stability with the variation
of the intensity of SEE produced by a secondary electron
beam. This value depends on the energy of the beam at the
moment of its impact with the wall. Consider a secondary
electron emitted from the wall x=0 in the system shown in
Fig. 1. The electron �i� is accelerated towards the opposite
wall by the x-directed gradient of the electrostatic potential
��x�, �ii� performs cyclotron rotation in the y -z plane, and
�iii� drifts in the y direction with the drift velocity Vdr

=Ez /Bx. Let, for simplicity, the initial electron speed be zero
�this is a reasonable approximation since most electrons are
emitted with the energy much smaller than the energy they
acquire during their flight between the walls�. After the elec-
tron passes through the first sheath region, plasma bulk, and
the second sheath region, its energy component along the
magnetic field is cancelled. The energy of the electron at the
moment of its collision with the wall x=H is due to its mo-
tion in the direction perpendicular to the magnetic field and
is

wb = mVdr
2 �1 − cos �H� , �8�

where �H=�c�H is the final phase of cyclotron rotation, �c

=eBx /m is the electron cyclotron frequency, −e and m are the
electron charge and mass, respectively, and

�H = �
0

H

dx�	2e��x��
m


−1/2

�9�

is the electron flight time between the walls.
It is reasonable to assume that �b=�b�wb� with

��b /�wb�0. The external parameter that affects the energy
wb is the potential profile ��x� that affects the electron flight
time �H. In the considered system the stationary potential
profile is symmetric; it has maximum in the midplane
��H /2�=�p and decays monotonically towards the walls.
For simplicity, below we will consider the flight time �9� as a
function of the potential profile amplitude �p. Using the
chain rule for differentiation in Eq. �7�, one obtains

��b

��p
=

��b

�wb

�wb

��H

��H

��p
� 0.

Since ��H /��p	0, condition �7� will be satisfied if

�wb

��H
= mVdr

2 sin �H 	 0. �10�

From here, it follows that in the stable state the final cyclo-
tron rotation phase of the secondary electron beam must be-
long to the following set of intervals:
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n +
1

2
	

�H

2

	 n + 1, n = 0,1,2, . . . . �11�

In Eq. �11�, the integer number n has the meaning of com-
plete gyrorotations performed by a secondary electron during
its flight between the walls.

The jump shown in Fig. 2 at t�6.5 s occurs because the
instability develops as the phase crosses the boundary of one
of the intervals in Eq. �11�. Before the jump, the plasma
potential amplitude is relatively high �solid curve in Fig.
3�a��. Define the average transverse energy of a secondary
electron beam emitted at x=0 as a function of x coordinate as
WT�x�= �m�vy

2�x�+vz
2�x�� /2�, where vy,z�x� are the velocity

components, and averaging �¯� is performed locally over
electrons emitted from the wall x=0. The profile of the av-
erage transverse energy depicted by the solid curve in Fig.
3�b� shows that before the jump a secondary electron per-
forms a little less than three rotations during its flight be-
tween the walls, which corresponds to n=2 in Eq. �11�. Slow
evolution of the plasma potential preceding the jump is ac-
companied by a gradual modification of the electron flight
time until the phase �H increases up to 3�2
, which is the
upper boundary for the stability interval with n=2. As soon
as the phase reaches this threshold, the sheath becomes un-
stable with respect to a negative potential perturbation and
the plasma potential quickly drops �Fig. 2�a�� allowing many
electrons previously confined by the plasma potential to
reach the walls. Due to the EVDF anisotropy, these electrons
carry significant energy, which increases the emission coef-
ficient �Fig. 2�b�� and causes a short-time transition to the
space-charge limited �SCL� SEE.21 The SCL regime is estab-
lished in order to maintain the balance of ion and electron
fluxes at the wall when the emission coefficient exceeds the
threshold value �cr, which is 0.983 for xenon. The transition
to the SCL regime is accompanied by very high incident
�Fig. 2�c�� and emitted electron wall fluxes. The SCL regime
terminates as soon as the intense fluxes of emitted electrons
with relatively low energy �compared to the energy of
collision-ejected component of the primary electron flux�
reach the opposite walls. Thus, the instability lasts for about
the time of electron flight between the walls. After the insta-
bility quenches, the plasma potential is lower than before
�dashed curve in Fig. 3�a��, the electron flight time is bigger,

and a secondary electron performs about 3.7 rotations
�dashed curve in Fig. 3�b��, which corresponds to the middle
of the stability interval �11� with n=3.

In the simulation shown in Figs. 2 and 3, the initial dis-
tribution of particles corresponds to a non-self-consistent
uniform density profile. The slow evolution of the potential
triggering the instability takes place while the plasma density
evolves towards its final self-consistent profile. In a real
thruster, the electron flight time between the walls can be
changed by choosing a different channel width H. It is rea-
sonable to expect that small variations of the channel width
will result in small variations of the discharge properties.
However, at some stage the stability may be reached only for
the phase interval �11� with a new n. In this case a small
change of H will result in a large modification of discharge
properties.

III. NUMERICAL STUDY OF PLASMA PROPERTIES
FOR DIFFERENT VALUES OF THE CHANNEL
WIDTH

In order to study the influence of channel width H on
Hall thruster plasma parameters, a set of simulations was
carried out as follows. The constant simulation parameters
are the axial electric field Ez=200 V /cm, the magnetic field
Bx=100 G, the neutral xenon atom density Na=1012 cm−3,
and the turbulent collision frequency �t=7�105 s−1. The lat-
ter parameter is introduced to account for the anomalous
electron mobility across the magnetic field.22 Initially, the
plasma �xenon� has uniform profiles of density n0

=1011 cm−3 and isotropic electron temperature Tex=Tey =Tez

=10 eV. The electron component has a drift in the y direction
with the velocity Vdr=Ez /Bx. These parameters were chosen
to approximate the plasma parameters in the acceleration re-
gion �AR� of the PPPL Hall thruster2 operating at voltage
350 V with H=2.5 cm. The width of the plasma channel
changes between simulations in the range from 1 to 4 cm.
Note that the simulation shown in Figs. 2 and 3 belongs to
this set and is carried out with H=3.3 cm. In each simula-
tion, the evolution of the system was followed during 10 �s,
which was sufficient for attaining a steady state. The steady-
state results of the simulations as a function of channel width
are presented in Fig. 4.

As it has been shown in Ref. 12, the increase of the
plasma gap width H should lead to the increase of the plasma
potential �p. When the channel gap is increased, the
collision-ejected plasma electron flux to the wall is also in-
creased due to the increase of the volume. The ion flux is
determined by the Bohm criterion and remains the same for
different H; therefore, to balance the electron and ion fluxes,
the plasma potential should increase with H. However, at
certain values of H, the plasma potential changes in stepwise
manner; see Fig. 4�a� at H=1.5 cm and H=3.3 cm.

The stepwise change of the plasma state occurs because
the flight time �H changes stepwise in order to maintain the
stability criterion �10�. Figure 4�b� shows that the SEE beam
cyclotron rotation phase �H satisfies Eq. �11� with n=1 for
1 cmH1.2 cm, n=2 for 1.5 cmH3 cm, and n=3
for 3.3 cmH4 cm. In fact, the following occurs: Varia-
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tion of H results in gradual modification of the cyclotron
rotation phase �H until it belongs to the stability interval �11�
with a constant number of complete rotations n. When the
value of H becomes such that the phase cannot stay within
the boundaries of Eq. �11� for the old n, the plasma transits to
the stable state with another n. In other words, the number of
complete rotations performed by secondary electrons during
their flight between the walls changes. To illustrate this point,
the profiles of the average z-directed velocity of SEE beams
obtained in the simulations shown in Fig. 4 are plotted in
Fig. 5. In this figure, panel �a� shows that the secondary

electrons perform about 1 3
4 rotations, panel �b� shows 2 3

4
rotations, and panel �c� shows 3 3

4 rotations.
According to the phase condition �11�, two neighboring

stable states with close H but different numbers of complete
rotations, i.e., n and n+1, have a difference in the SEE beam
cyclotron rotation phase of about 
. This explains why the
SEE beam energy �8� is noticeably different in such states, as
one can see in Fig. 4�c�. Correspondingly, the emission co-
efficient � �Fig. 4�d�� and the primary electron flux to the
wall �1 change abruptly. Since �1 depends on the plasma
density, which is different in every simulation and may ob-
scure the phase-related effect, in Fig. 4�e� we present the
effective frequency of electron scattering by the walls de-
fined as �w=2�1 / �ne�H, where �ne� is the plasma density
averaged over the plasma gap. This frequency defines the
electron mobility across the magnetic field due to the near-
wall conductivity effect.23,24 Our simulations show that
variation of the SEE beam energy in response to the modifi-
cation of H can produce values of �w much higher than both
the selected turbulent collision frequency �t �dash-dotted line
in Fig. 4�e�� and the frequency of electron collisions with
neutral atoms �en �diagonal crosses in Fig. 4�e��. In this case
the near-wall conductivity becomes the dominant mechanism
of electron transport along the axis of a Hall thruster. The
nonmonotonic behavior of �w results in the nonmonotonic
dependence of the axial electron flow velocity uz shown in
Fig. 4�f�.

The electron temperature along the z direction �Tez�,
shown in Fig. 4�g�, repeats qualitatively the shape of the
dependence �m�H� in Fig. 4�a�. This agrees with the idea
that the plasma potential in HTs depends on Tez and on scat-
tering of plasma electrons to the loss cone.12 The electron
temperature normal to the walls Tex changes less noticeably
�dashed curve in Fig. 4�g��.
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IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS

Summarizing, in many plasmas, the potential profile in
the stable steady state corresponds to the positive conductiv-
ity of the current-voltage characteristic. When applied to a
sheath near a wall emitting secondary electrons, for example,
in the channel of a Hall thruster, this imposes a condition that
the total electron current to the wall Je=−e��1−�2� should
increase as the plasma potential relative to the wall increases;
i.e., �Je /��p�0. In the opposite case, an instability develops
if the conductivity of the current-voltage characteristic of the
sheath is negative; i.e., �Je /��p	0.

When SEE is strong, the contribution of secondary elec-
trons emitted at one wall to the primary electron flux to the
opposite wall may be dominant. In this case, the sheath con-
ductivity may become negative and the plasma potential,
correspondingly, unstable due to a strong dependence of the
beam energy on the plasma potential implemented via the
time of electron flight between the walls. This instability has
been observed in a numerical study of the dependence of
plasma parameters in the acceleration region of a Hall
thruster on the width of the plasma channel carried out with
a 1D3V PIC code. We found that at certain values of the
channel width, when the final phase of cyclotron rotation of
a secondary electron beam belongs to an interval �2
k,
2
�k+1 /2�� with k integer, the plasma potential becomes
unstable and changes so that the phase belongs to a new
interval �2
�n+1 /2�, 2
�n+1�� with n an integer. In our
simulations, k=n; however, this is not necessary.

As a result, numerous plasma parameters in the steady
state may change in a stepwise manner. In particular, the
effective frequency of electron-wall scattering becomes a
nonmonotonic function of the channel width. This frequency
defines the contribution of the near-wall conductivity effect
to the electron current and for some values of the channel
width this contribution may significantly exceed the axial
electron transport due to other mechanisms, such as turbu-
lence or electron scattering on neutral atoms.

The developed theory is applicable when the electric
field in the channel is so large that the secondary electron
emission is intense ��→1�. This corresponds to a large azi-
muthal drift velocity, so that the corresponding energy of
drift motion acquired by an electron emitted from one wall is
enough to produce SEE upon its impact with the opposite
wall. Such a regime occurs when the axial electric field is
large �Ez�200 V /cm� and is typical for Hall thrusters oper-
ating under high voltages �above 400 V�.20 In the low-
voltage regime, when the axial electric field is small �Ez

	100 V /cm� and the azimuthal drift of secondary electron
beams is slow, the effect of the cyclotron rotation phase on
the system properties is much weaker.
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APPENDIX: RELATIVE IMPORTANCE
OF COMPETING TERMS IN THE ELECTRON
CURRENT AND EMISSION COEFFICIENT
DERIVATIVES

Equation �3� can be written in the form

�Je

��p
= a� + a�,

where

a�  e
��1

��p
�� − 1�, a�  e�1

��

��p
.

Equation �6� can be written in the form

��

��p
� ap + ab,

where

ap  �1 − �b�
��p

��p
, ab  �p

��b

��p
.

The criterion of stability �Eq. �10�� and the set of intervals
�Eq. �11�� are obtained assuming that

a� � a�, ap � ab. �A1�

In general, this requires both the intense SEE ���1� and
high electron azimuthal drift energy ��b�1�. It is instructive
to check inequalities �A1� directly, using the electron data
and potential profiles obtained in the PIC simulations. The
value of �, for example, can be calculated using the EVDF in
the midplane f�v ,H /2� obtained self-consistently in simula-
tion,

� =
�v

*

� dvxvx�−�
� dvy�−�

� dvzf�v,H/2���H�

�v
*

� dvxvx�−�
� dvy�−�

� dvzf�v,H/2�
,

where v*
2 =2e�p /m, ��H���wx�H� ,wt�H�� is the emission

coefficient, wx�H�=mvx
2 /2−e�p is the energy of electron

motion in the direction normal to the wall at the moment of
impact with the wall x=H, and wt�H�=m�vy

2+vz
2� /2 is the

energy of electron motion parallel to the walls at the moment
of impact with the wall. The latter energy is a function of the
phase of cyclotron rotation in crossed fields Ez and Bx:

wt�H� =
m�vy

2 + vz
2�

2

+ mVdr
2 	�1 −

vy

Vdr
��1 − cos �c�H/2�

−
vz

Vdr
sin �c�H/2
 ,

where �H/2 is the duration of the electron flight from the
midplane x=H /2 to the wall x=H, calculated as
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�H/2 = �
H/2

H

dx	vx
2 +

2e��x�
m


−1/2

, �A2�

where vx, vy, and vz are the velocity components of an elec-
tron in the midplane x=H /2.

To calculate � as a function of the potential in the mid-
plane �p, one can represent the potential profile in �A2� as
��x���p���x�, where the shape function ��x� remains un-
changed. The shape function was interpolated as

��x� = �1 − �2x/H − 1�k�1/k,

where 2	k	3. It is important that for different values of �p

one still has to use the same EVDF f�v ,H /2� obtained self-
consistently in simulation. This procedure is partially non-
self-consistent, which is why the dependence ���p� obtained
as above is meaningful only in close proximity to the actual
values of � and �p. The dependencies �1��p�, �p��p�, and
�b��p� can be calculated similarly. With these functions
available, calculation of coefficients a�,�,p,b becomes
straightforward.

The ratios of terms a� /a� and ab /ap for all simulations
included in Fig. 4 are presented in Figs. 6�a� and 6�b�, re-
spectively. The first ratio never becomes less than 5, while
the second ratio never drops below 2 �and is above 4 for

most cases�. Therefore, the theory described in Sec. II is
indeed applicable to the simulations carried out.
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FIG. 6. Ratios of coefficients a� /a� �a� and ab /ap �b� for simulations with
different plasma gaps described in Fig. 4.
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